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The therapy is based on Parent-Infant 
Psychotherapy 

Early intervention for parents expecting a baby 
when:

Dealing with complexed psychiatric problems 
and/or substance abuse

Parents worry about not attaching to their 
babies 

Other theraputic obtions have not been helpful 

Our services:





The main focus is on:

 The attachment between parent and infant

 Adjusting to the parental role

 To make space for the infant in the parent’s mind

 Decreasing the parent’s stress level

 To place emphasize on the infant’s emotions and personality

 To create conditions necessary for the infant’s development

 One of the goals of the team is to prevent developmental delays

in the infant and increase the infant’s chances for the best

possible conditions

Aims of the therapy



“A good enough mother”  according to Winnicott’s 

definiton:

If a parent meets the infant’s needs appropriately when 

needed, the infant gradually develops trust and starts to 

believe that the parent is there to help and protect.

This experience helps the infant to form a “internal 

working model” that gives the infant positive expectations 

for the environment and others

(Bowlby)

“All parents want to be good parents”



Claiming the baby 

The fundamental concept in PI Psychotherapy is that the parent 
Grundvallarhugtak í þessari meðferð er að  foreldrið upplifi að það eigi 

barnið og barnið eigi foreldrið

Psychosocial environment and genetics shape the brain

The early brain development affects mental and physical health through 
out our life

The infant can’t wait

Early intervention has more impact since the brain and personality is 
developing in the first three years

Parent Infant Psychotherapy (PIP)





Why do we worry? 

 Neurobiological research have changed our understanding 

of diseases later in life

 Research results show a connection between early 

developmental disturbance and physical diseases later in life

 Being effected by stress in early life or during pregnancy 

can have a huge impact on emotional and physical 

health



Risk factors

 The parent’s substace abuse 

 Mother being under a lot of stress during pregnancy (domestic 

violance etc.)

 Mental, physical or sexual abuse

 Neglection (mental, physical and emotional)

 Stress hormons interfere with the development and growth of 

the brain 

 Good nurture and emotional support in the beginning can 

reduce the risk consequence later in life



How stress can impact the infant

 Can be permanent and occur in adulthood

 Increase the risk of: heart disease, obesity, diabetes

 Can lead to
learning disabilities
mood swings
behavioral disorders
antisocial personality

The stress hormone (cortisol) activates feelings of 
collision and fear
Chronic effects increase the risk of depression and 
anxiety



 Attunement: Parent-infant attunement is baesd on sensitivity 
and the parent’s approppriate reaction to the infant’s expression

 Reciprocity: The parent is able to follow the infant’s leads, read 
the expression and communicate wioth the infant even without 
words

 Containment: The parent is able to calm the infant down when 
upset

 Mirroring: The parent can mirror the infant’s feelings wich 
helps the infant to create a self image and indentify his own 
feelings

Common concepts in PIP



 Encouraging possitive communication between parent 
and infant

 Encouraging possitive communication with others in 
the room – there by buildng therapeutic relationship

 Every thing that happens in the room is concidered 
“intentional” communication

 Rupture and repair

Working directly with the infant in approving his skills 
in getting the parent’s attention (the therapist is the 
infant’s voice)

Intervention focusing on the infant



Helping the parent indentifying

His/her own state of mind 

The infant’s state of mind

The relationship between parent and infant

Helping the parent

To ballance his/her own feeling towards the infant

To see the infant as a dependant individual that is developing

To make the parent aware of multi-generational transfer of 

communication and problems. 

To encourage the parents in working together as nurturers

Interventions focusing on the parent



The main concepts of PIP

 Focuses on positive and negative transfer specially between parent and 

infant

 Focuses on countertransference to get the most information on the 

interaction in the room both between the dyad and the therapist (what goes 

on inside the therapist himself?)

 Focuses on how expectations and imagination appears in the 

communication (werbal and non werbal communication)

 Focuses on how defense mechanism and resistance appear in the session 

 Creates the equivalent weight between containing and challenging

 Gives the dyad an opportunity to connect to the therapist as a third member 

in communication

 The presence of the therapist changes the parent-infant relationship  

(triangulation)



 Be a role model for the parents in communicating with the infant, by being 

curious, reflective and give explanations and meaning. The presence of 

the therapist helps the dyad to learn to communicate with others

 Therapist plays and interacts with the infant, mirrors feelings and represents 

the infant’s state of mind. In that way the parent is helped to be aware of 

how the infant´s progress and development (reflective functioning)

 Reframing allows the parent to get a new perspective (the infant didn’t mean 

to destroy the parent’s life .... or make them feel bad)

 To be alert; noticing facial expressions, gestures, body language, emotions, 

behavior and words

 The therapist must be aware of his own feelings and thoughts and also able to 

understand the feelings of patients and interpret his behavior and response 

(mentalizing)

Interventions/technique in the therapy



 The relationship and communication between the dyad is 
the “patient”

 The Therapist:

 tries to involve every one in the room in the therapy

 creates trust and a supportive environment (facilitating 
environment)

 creates therapeutic relationship – builds a frame for the therapy

 is aware of that everything that happens in the room is an 
expression of conscious and unconscious factors

 Focuses on the communication between parent and infant as a 
source of details of the relationship between them

 works with rupture and repair between the parent and infant

Therapeutic elements in PIP



 The Therapist

Communicates with the infant to strengthen the infant’s 
connection with the parent
 Direct communication with the infant

 The Therapist speaks for the infant and puts words on what might be 
going on

 Stimulates the infant and calms it down

Works with negative and positive transfer

Works with countertransference to access the 
unconscious communication between family members

Provides all the family menbers a new experience of 
subject-related and communication

Therapeutic elements in PIP



The Therapist

Educates the parents when needed

Workes with all the professionals associatetd with the 

famly

Ends the therapy in an appropriate way

Therapeutic elements in PIP



Subject to discuss

What is the suitable length of the treatment?

How should the treatment be followed up?

Do you think it may affect the treatment if Child 

Protection has been notified?


